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RENEWABLE ENERGY TRAILER: WIND TURBINE AND POWER STORAGE AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS – SPECIFICATION, DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND TESTING. SAMUEL HESLING Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, HeriotWatt University, Edinburgh, Scotland, EH14 4AS.



ABSTRACT This report details the engineering of a renewable energy trailer, from conceptual design through to completion and testing. The focus of this report is on the wind power conversion system and the electrical management and storage systems embedded within the final product (two other final year projects were concerned with the photovoltaic and solar thermal systems). The text details the entire development cycle from the initial design concepts, undertaken by an Edinburgh youth group, through the research, evaluation and specification process for integrating the wind turbine and power management systems. Later sections also detail the manufacture, assembly and assessment of the final product. The trailer’s purpose is to demonstrate the practical application of renewable energy in a working context, providing electrical power generation and storage, and hot water. Following a successful inaugural outing the trailer is now scheduled to tour schools and attend outdoor events raising awareness of renewable energy concepts. Some suggestions for future work and improvements to the current system are also made.



1 INTRODUCTION Renewable energy is playing an increasingly important role in contributing to the UK’s energy mix. Micro-generation, in particular, is an area which is growing in popularity as awareness increases. To sustain this momentum a local youth group, the Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk,
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successfully applied for funding through the Scottish Executive Sustainable Action Fund to construct a mobile renewable energy demonstration unit capable of delivering education through a working context. Three Mechanical Engineering students from Heriot-Watt University were involved throughout the project and were responsible for different aspects of the trailer. This report focuses on the electro mechanical aspects of designing and integrating a wind turbine into the trailer and design and implementation of the power storage, conversion and distribution system. The other group members focused on the electro-mechanical aspects of photovoltaic, David O’Neill, and solar domestic hot water (SDHW), Andrew Weir. Following the introduction the remainder of the report is structured such that section 2 describes the project background, section 3 gives an analysis of the basic trailer design, section 4 focuses on the electro mechanical design, section 5 details the design, manufacture and installation of the wind turbine raising mechanism, section 6 describes testing and includes further work, finally section 7 offers a discussion and conclusions to the project. Appendices are referred to throughout with numbers in square brackets. References are referred to through round brackets and are listed after the main report. Micro details are incorporated to provide references to non-authoritative sources and provide additional details. The report follows a chronological structure as far as possible to define project progress. The customers design specification is stated as an introduction to the relevant sections.



2 BACKGROUND The proposal for this project arose from the Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk who define themselves as: ‘a unique progressive educational movement for children and young people – both girls and boys - designed to develop self-confidence and activity in society, with the aim of building a world based on equality, peace, social justice and co-operation. Through [their] activities, Woodcraft Folk [try] to give its members an understanding of important issues such as the environment, world debt and global conflict, with a key focus in recent years being sustainable development’.1 As an introduction to the Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk and the project as a whole, our project group was invited to a workshop at the Centre for Alternative Technology in Wales. Definition of the work of C.A.T: ‘CAT is concerned with the search for globally sustainable, whole and ecologically sound technologies and ways of life… the role of CAT is to explore and demonstrate a wide range of
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Extract from Woodcraft Folk official website. URL: www.woodcraft.org.uk/aboutus/who.php Accessed 22.05.06
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alternatives, communicating to other people the options for them to achieve positive change in their own lives.’2 The workshop was spread over two days. The first day was an introduction to renewable energy and some theoretical background. This was followed up with design groups who worked on ideas for the trailer in terms of technology, performance and aesthetics. The following day was spent consolidating these design ideas and drafting a design specification for each of the major sub-systems. A similar trailer was designed and built by a Woodcraft group in Leicester3 under the supervision of Bob Todd of Aber Instruments and lecturer at C.A.T, and Professor Paul Flemming Assistant Director of De Montfort University's Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development. Although on a smaller scale, this trailer provided a base for design and engineering analysis. A similar example is the Green Energy Machine4. This is an equivalent as a van unit and is available through The National Energy Foundation for hire. The projects intricacy was such that continual revision was required as new information, constraints and designs changes came to light. To minimise the impact of changes and revisions regular group meetings, scheduled and casual, and close e-mail contact was maintained throughout. There was a need to continually update the end user regarding progress and changes, achieved through regular meetings and short presentations.



3 TRAILER DESIGN 3.1 Specification The design specification, detailed by the working groups from the C.A.T. field trip, provided a basis on which to begin researching and procuring a trailer unit to act as the foundation for the project. Individual project members were asked to research different sectors of the trailer market with a view to closely matching the criteria set with a budget of around £6000. The design specification read as follows:  External plan view dimensions of approximately 1500mm wide by 3000 – 4000mm long  Internal trailer height of approximately 2000mm  A gross weight of approx. 1000kg – 1200kg (towable by a medium family car)5  Watertight shell  Twin axle arrangement  Braked6  Double rear doors and a hatch on the side  Raised false floor 2



C.A.T. Mission Statement. URL: http://www.cat.org.uk/information/aboutcat.tmpl?init=3&subdir=information Accessed 22.05.06 3 Press Release URL: http://www.staff.dmu.ac.uk/news/current/eco_trailer.jsp Accessed 21.10.06 4 Details URL: http://www.nef.org.uk/services/gem.htm Accessed 22.05.06 5 e.g. Renault Megane 1.5litre 3door hatchback braked towing limit 1300kg 6 Legal requirement over 500kg. See NTTA Guide to Safe and Legal Towing
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These figures were all subject to compatibility with the evolving electro mechanical design required to locate and integrate the renewable energy systems. Requirements and details regarding the renewable energy systems are detailed in section four. 3.2 Commercial Trailer Research This section details the apportioned research sector of trailer availability, namely commercially available ‘load hauling’ trailers and more specifically flat bed and box trailers. These were examined with a view to suitability and scope for modification to suit the design brief. 3.2.1 Availability Brenderup and Ifor Williams Trailers, two of the largest trailer manufacturers in the UK, were used as a basis for this research. Having established that their products were similar in terms of size, materials and build, two products from the the Ifor Williams trailer range, which matched the characteristics defined in the specification, ware examined in further detail. See appendix 5 for a detailed evaluation. 3.2.2 Cost Evaluation Both of these trailers were available ‘off the shelf’ so lead-time, unmodified, was not an issue. The higher cost of the box trailer, £1430 more than the flatbed, would have been offset by the lower scale of modifications required. Estimated costs for modification of both trailers were not researched as an alternative approach to sourcing was used, as discussed in section 3.4. 3.4 Final Design The research information gathered was compared with that of other group members to implement a design solution. For our requirements it was concluded that a custom built trailer would be most appropriate. A local trailer manufacturer, Edinburgh Trailers Ltd, was invited to inform the project group of their product and services. The salient points from this discussion were:    



The design specification could be met with regards to dimensions, chassis, and load carrying capacity. A 14mm glass reinforced plastic (a polymer strengthened by glass fibres) shell would be utilised solving issues regarding shear loading and fixing strength. Hatch openings could be incorporated as required. A raised false floor would bring problems with a reduction in internal headroom and a raising of the trailers centre of gravity. If such a floor could be located below current deck level, utilising dead space in the chassis, it would be a viable option. However this was ruled out as a non-essential requirement.



Drawings were produced, by the author, to obtain a quote [3.11]. The first quote (£7092 inc VAT) was beyond the budget restriction for the project and it was decided to scale down the trailer size. A second set of drawings for a smaller trailer were produced [3.9,10] and a quote obtained which proved to be satisfactory and, after competitive verification was carried out, an order was placed. The National Trailer Towing Association (NTTA) published guidelines cover all safety and legal aspects of trailer use and should be consulted where appropriate (1).
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4 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 4.1 Wind Energy Conversion This section details the examination and selection procedure used to select the wind turbine model to be installed on the trailer. 4.1.1 Requirements Wind power was chosen to compliment PV panels7 in providing electrical power for the trailer. The complimentary characteristics of a PV-wind combination enable power generation to follow a more continuous path, when the sun is shining there tends to be less wind and vice versa, giving a more even supply (2). PV-wind combination systems, sometimes referred to as ‘hybrid’ systems, are utilised in both industrial and domestic applications worldwide. Two additional electrical power sources were discussed at the C.A.T. workshop: a bike-dynamo and a small micro hydro turbine (propeller type) for use in a run of river scheme. These are not analysed in this paper. The design specification compiled during the C.A.T. visit imposed a number of requirements on the wind energy conversion system:      



Produce DC power Capable of charging batteries Weigh sufficiently little to be readily manhandled8 Designed for frequent handling Budget of up to approximately £600 Perform reliably



From this specification a number of engineering calculations were performed to quantify the requirements. 4.1.2 Engineering Analysis The power available in the wind, for a circular cross section, is equal to (see appendix 4 for nomenclature): P=



1 ρAU 3η 2



where



A=



πd 2 4



1



Air density changes due to pressure and temperature can be considered small and neglected for this analysis. As the Betz limit9, η = 0.59, remains unaltered, wind speed and diameter become the parameters governing available power (3). Wind speed and quality generally increases with height as the effects of surface roughness and the associated friction and turbulence diminish. Surface roughness, classified by ground class, dictates the magnitude and extent of the effect on wind regimes (4). 7



Six Kyocera KC125g-2 125 Watt (Wp) Polycrystalline 12V modules connected in parallel. A reasonable assumption would place an upper limit of 15kg 9 Albert Betz 1919. Physical limitation defined as the best compromise between stopping the airflow and forcing it around the turbine 8
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Turbulence is created in the lee side of obstacles, e.g. trees and buildings, and it important to locate wind turbines in zones of low turbulence to maximise energy capture potential and increase turbine life. Turbulence creates unnecessary yawing10 of the turbine which in turn creates stresses leading to wear and tear. As the turbine was located on an obstacle, the trailer, it was important to try and mount it as high as possible to reduce the effects of turbulence (5).



Figure 1 Turbulence around obstacles



The average wind speed for any site within the UK can be found through the DTI NOABL11 database. This figure, however, is an estimate as topological features like trees, buildings and terrain have a significant affect on the wind regime at a given site (Figure 1). From this a Rayleigh or Weilbull density and distribution function, or similar, can be used to calculate magnitude and frequency of wind speed and subsequently approximate the available power at a given site (4). Although a detailed analysis of the wind regime around the trailer is out with the scope of this project, it is assumed that a low mounting, 


1 ρAU 2 2



2



for the wind turbine and: FD =



(



)



1 ρU 2 R ∫ 1 − 4 sin 2 θ cos θdθ 2



3



for the mast where separation occurs in the form of a wake, resulting in a net force in the direction of the wind. 10



Rotary or angular motion URL: http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sources/renewables/renewables-explained/wind-energy/page27326.html Accessed 15.02.06 11
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Information correlating drag coefficient and tip speed ratio12 was not available for the micro wind turbine examined here and therefore a simplified approach was taken. The drag coefficient was assumed to be that of a flat disc, CD = 1.3, and the area that of the swept diameter (4) (Figure 2). The drag on the mast was not included. From this, force due to wind speed data was gathered and used to find stresses due to bending in the turbine mast (see section 5.2) and stresses in the securing brackets. British Standard BS EN 61400-2 stipulates a once in fifty-year survival wind speed of 50m/s (112mph) without damage to the supporting structure (6). As the turbine would not be operated in these conditions (indeed the trailer would be indoors or tied down!) a maximum wind speed of 30m/s (67mph) was set.



Figure 2 Turbine forces Forces Acting on Turbine 1.2m 1.1m 0.9m 0.8m 1.0m 1.3m 1.4m 1.5m
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The power available to a wind turbine is directly proportional to the swept diameter squared (equation 1). Thus a two-fold increase in diameter gives a four-fold increase in available power. Factoring functionality and engineering limitations whilst maintaining a reasonable generation capacity limited the turbine diameter to:



 



No less than 800mm as too little power will be produced [4.1] No greater than 1500mm as drag forces will be too high [4.2] and manual handling due to size will become awkward



Both horizontal and vertical axis wind turbines are available. Horizontal axis turbines dominate the market at the micro-turbine scale although some very low power, in relation to size, vertical axis machines exist. 13



4.1.3 Product Research and Analysis



12 13



Defined as the tip speed divided by the wind speed Darius (D rotor), Savonius (S rotor) and H rotors are the most common vertical axis wind turbine designs
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Details of nine commonly available micro wind turbines were compiled. Four were immediately discounted, highlighted in yellow (Figure 3), as information regarding size range and cost became available. Renewable Devices Ltd. of Edinburgh were contacted with regards to a 1.5m diameter turbine they have under development. Only prototypes exist at present, which ruled out this option. Detailed characteristics for the five remaining turbines were examined from the product literature detailing materials and other technical aspects, which are listed below (2). Figure 3 Turbine data Inclin 250



Model



Hawk/Pacific



A2



Manufacturer



Ampair



Nationality



UK



Spain



UK



Rated power (W)



100



250



Rated Windspeed (m/s)



20



11



Power at 10m/s (W)



55



200



Cut-in speed



3



3



Voltages (V)



12/24V



Rotor diameter (mm)



915



A6 (&A6F)



LVM



LVM



Marlec



Marlec



N.E.A.T



Southwest



UK



UK



UK



UK



UK



USA



20



70



120



25



90



80



400



11



10



10



10



10



9



12.5



70



120



25



72



3



3



3



3



2



3



12/24V



12/24V



12V



12/24V



12



12/24/48V



870



1220



510



910



780



1500



Bornay LVM



3



12/24V 12/24V 1350



Rutland Rutland 503 913 80 Watt Neat



A4 (&A4F)



580



Air 403



230



Number of blades



6



2



5



6



6



6



6



2



3



Tower top weight (kg)



13



32



5



8.5 (11)



12.5 (16)



3.5



10.5



4



5.85



Nylon



Nylon



Nylon



Nylon



Nylon



£250



£400



Blade material Price (approx inc VAT)



Polyproylene Nylon £498



£1,137 £315 £502 (£623) £776(£832)



Polyethelene Carbon Fibre £200



£596



Ampair Hawk/Pacific       



12V land/marine based battery charging unit Six blade turbine Permanent magnet twelve pole alternator with DC rectifiers Generator has a cast aluminium housing with stainless steel drive shaft and fasteners All other components are aluminium Both mechanically and electrically ungoverned (unbaked) Charge regulator available



Aero4Gen-F and Aero6Gen-F     



12V land based battery-charging unit Optimum wind speed of between 3 and 10 m/s, start-up at 2.5m/s Automatically furled at wind speeds in excess of 40 knots Heavy duty bearings, slip rings and brushes used Charge regulator available



Rutland 913     



12 or 24V land or sea battery charging unit Start up at 2.5m/s. Three phase generator design Automatic thermostat protection in prolonged gales Durable materials throughout Maximum power 250W
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Marine grade materials and stainless steel fittings throughout Fits 48mm O/D pipe Charge regulator and controller available



Air X       



12 or 24V land based battery charging unit Start up at 3.6m/s Rated power of 400W at 12.5m/s Microprocessor based internal regulator Electronic torque control for over speed protection Fits 48mm OD pipe Built in charge regulator



After a second review it was decided to discount three additional models, highlighted in grey (Figure 3), due to cost and size restraints. A decision was then made between the two remaining models.



4.1.4 Decision Detailed research into the remaining two turbines, the Ampair Pacific and Rutland 913, indicated that both had proven track records and were designed as compact marine models capable of repeated handling and of high solidity14. There is, however, one main operational difference. The Ampair model is designed to produce electricity continually even in very high wind conditions. To achieve this the Ampair has a lower power output at low wind speed hence making it less attractive to this application. On these grounds the Rutland 913 was purchased (Figures 4-6). Figure 4 Wind turbine, controller and cable RWS 200 Controller 2.5mm2 cable
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Ratio of blade area over swept area
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Figure 5 Rutland 913 schematic



Figure 6 Power curve for Rutland 913 wind turbine



4.1.5 Maintenance The generator and bearings are sealed for life and the use of marine grade and stainless steel materials throughout should contribute to a long life. It is recommended that the wind turbine is dried and cleaned after use as the mechanism relies on rotation to prevent water ingress and a build up of dirt could cause imbalance of the blades. Slip rings allow the turbine to rotate freely preventing twisted cables. For more details refer to the technical manual.15



15



Included with trailer
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4.2 Power Storage 4.2.1 Requirements The PV-wind energy conversion system generates electrical power as and when the resource is available. The energy levels generated are proportional to the resource intensity and duration. This intermittency of supply requires energy storage facilities to be incorporated into the electrical design. The storage facility had to fulfil the following requirements:    



Safely store energy Allow this energy to be readily converted to electrical power Fit within the trailer geometry and loading restrictions Provide electrical power over an extended period (see section 4.2.2)



It was decided at an early stage that rechargeable batteries would be the simplest and most cost effective storage medium for this application. Fuel cells, although feasible, would have required considerably more research and expense.



4.2.2 Capacity Analysis The necessary electrical energy requirements for the trailer were drafted during the CAT workshop and summarised in spreadsheet form outlining the type of device, its rated load in Watts and its typical operational duration per day in hours. From this a more detailed spreadsheet was written incorporating variables sufficient to cover a number of scenarios. [6.1] From the figures provided, incorporating inverter efficiency and battery discharge factor a figure for energy storage capacity required was calculated as 1585Ah. [4.4]



4.2.3 Product Analysis There are several types of battery on the market that would fulfil the criteria for power storage. These are:      



Carbon Fibre Gel Cell AGM (Absorbed Glass Mat) Unsealed Deep Cycle Lead Acid Sealed Deep Cycle Lead Acid SLI (Starting, Lighting and Ignition) Lead Acid



Several battery iterations were investigated varying the type, number and configuration of batteries: 6 x Energy GEL 200Ah Batteries 6 x Trojan AGM 8D 230Ah 6 x Sonnenshien GF 12 160V 200Ah 3 x Rolls Solar 5000 4V 1557Ah 13 x Europa Plus 12V 100Ah



1200Ah 1380Ah 1200Ah 1557Ah 1300Ah
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Advice was sought from Wind and Sun Ltd. and Barden Batteries. These companies have proven track records supplying these components for renewable energy storage. The overriding consensus for our application was that deep cycle unsealed lead acid batteries would balance storage capacity, longevity and cost to deliver the best solution. Sealed deep cycle lead acid batteries examined tended to be of limited capacity and a 1500Ah array would require multiple units to have been joined in parallel. It is imperative that lead acid batteries are neither overcharged nor over discharged as this can drastically reduce their operational life (cycling capacity). Over charging can lead to dangerous levels of hydrogen and oxygen gas forming and loss of electrolyte. Very low or completely discharged batteries can suffer from sulphation due to the formation of lead sulphate crystals on the plates leading to distortion and shorting in extreme cases (7). To this end it was essential to ensure that the charging control equipment was capable of affording a high level of protection to the batteries throughout operation. The controller functions are discussed in detail in section 4.3.



4.2.4 Specification Deep cycle batteries were found to offer the optimum solution. Deep cycle lead acid batteries utilise thicker and stronger plate grids to withstand higher temperatures during charging. Several manufacturers brands are available with varying characteristics. When specifying batteries it is always advisable to have the smallest number of separate units as is possible to prevent any imbalance, improve equalisation and prolong battery life. A number of options were available incorporating series and parallel (and both) units to provide 12V and sufficient Ah capacity. After considerable product examination Rolls Solar Series 5000 batteries (Figure 7) were chosen, with 3 4V 1557Ah units connected in series to provide 1557Ah storage at 12V, costing £1861.56 (including Hydro Caps) excluding VAT. Figure 7 Rolls solar batteries



4.2.5 Maintenance A 10-year guarantee is supplied with the Rolls Solar batteries. Regular maintenance, approximately once every two months, would be necessary to prevent distilled water levels dropping too far and individual cells drying up. To reduce this maintenance schedule and
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prolong battery life Hydro Caps were specified which replace the standard cell caps and contain a catalyst, which produces water from the gas that drips back into the battery cell. This reduces maintenance to twice a year.16 Equalisation of the battery cells is controlled through the inverter during mains charging, as it is pre programmed to gather information on the battery bank and optimise its performance.



4.3 Power Distribution 4.3.1 Requirements The specification required that electrical power be made available, at any time, in both DC and AC form. The DC circuitry would be required to charge small electrical personal appliances, route power from the PV-wind system to the batteries safely and provide low voltage lighting. AC circuitry is necessary to run small ‘mains’ powered appliances. A full list of loads is located in spreadsheet format [6.1,2]. A grid-connected export system would not be required. A recharge facility was also required to enable a fast turn around time from a low battery scenario. 4.3.2 DC Circuitry It was decided to adopt a 12V DC circuit as this matched the charging voltage of the PV-wind system, and a wider range of electrical components and devices are available compared with 24V or 48V. This was regarded as the simplest solution. Low voltage current can be drawn directly from batteries, all that is required between the battery and load is a fuse. To prevent the wind turbine overcharging the battery unit it was necessary to incorporate a device capable of monitoring the battery voltage, and varying the charge current from the wind turbine to obtain, and not exceed, the maximum battery voltage (8). Two proprietary controllers were available, both designed to compliment the Rutland 913 wind turbine:



 



SR 200 Regulator - shunt type voltage regulator RWS 200 Controller – incorporates SR 200 regulator, charge ammeter, dual battery voltage monitor, solar panel input and graphics display.



The higher unit cost of the RWS 200 was readily justifiable through its informative display features, which would contribute towards the educational dimension of the trailer. The output current from the wind generator and the battery voltage can be read through a digital display. The controller also incorporated an isolator switch allowing the turbine to be electronically braked. The controller was sourced from the wind turbine supplier, Wind and Sun Ltd.



4.3.3 AC Circuitry 230V AC ‘mains’ power was required to run a variety of appliances as per the design specification. It was necessary to provide AC power from the 12V DC battery storage, requiring an inverter to be incorporated into the electrical design. Inverter specification required detailed analysis of the available models and their functions. It was necessary to balance functionality, quality and cost to optimise the design solution. The design specification required a supply of mains quality electrical power, which in turn necessitates a pure sine wave inverter. Pure harmonic sine wave, as opposed to square and 16



Barden Batteries URL: http://www.barden-uk.com/surrette-batteries.html Accessed 10.03.06
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modified sine wave, provides sinusoidal single-phase electrical power, which will run all common electrical appliances. Square and modified sin wave inverters provide a ‘rougher’ power source, which will run the majority of appliances but can cause others to run incorrectly and ultimately damage them (9). Problem loads include some computers and small battery chargers, both of which are required. Interference may also be an issue with audio equipment. Of particular importance was the central heating controller utilised in the hot water system as this contains a microprocessor and digital display requiring pure sine wave power to operate correctly. The design load cannot be maintained through periods of low PV-wind power generation. It was therefore decided that a recharging facility would be required to reinstate battery levels after prolonged or intense use. To this end the inverter required a charging facility through which mains electrical power could be utilised to recharge the batteries relatively quickly, e.g. hours as opposed to weeks. Following this examination of functionality it was necessary to establish rating levels. Whilst it was important to provide for the design load an assumption was made that not all of the AC appliances would be on simultaneously. An upper limit was set which would allow a maximum power level of about 1.5kW to be drawn at any one time. This restraint would also temper any well-meaning desire to run too many loads simultaneously, quickly draining the batteries. An overload capability is required for starting motors, particularly fridge compressors, and a sufficient charge facility to recharge the batteries in approximately 48 hours. Charging rates (C) for batteries can be calculated from: Rate = Capacity (Ah) / Time (h). For example a C30 charge rate for 1500Ah battery would take place at 50Amps (8). Functionality, rating and cost were balanced to allow a final design decision to be made. The Studer Compact C1312 pure sine wave inverter met all aspects of these criteria. The Studer Compact (Figure 8) is a high quality Swiss manufactured inverter with a 0 – 55 Amp charge facility, 1.3kW maximum load and a 300% overload facility to start motors, compressors etc.17



Figure 8 Studer compact C1312 inverter



17



Full details are in the inverter user manual, supplied with the trailer.
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4.3.4 Cables and Wiring When drawing high currents, as is the case for 12V applications, it is important that cabling is designed to the correct thickness to reduce voltage drop through resistance. To this end thicker cables were required for longer cable runs. The cable supplied with the inverter ensured correct thickness for this component. The Universities Electrical Workshop specified Cable thickness between the batteries, requirements are given by BS 7671 (6). The wind turbine output cable must withstand environmental conditions, i.e. UV resistant and waterproof. The wind turbine manual gave recommended cable thickness between the turbine controller and batteries of 2.5mm2 for less than 10m length in order to minimise voltage and current drops. The turbine cable is connected to the turbine through watertight male-female sockets, fed through the mast and plugged into the turbine inlet socket (Figure 9) located on the front nearside of the trailer. This socket is routed internally to the turbine controller. Figure 9 Turbine exterior connections



Wind turbine connects through waterproof plug (trailer type) specified by project supervisor



AC outlets Generator/AC input Both specified by project supervisor



4.3.5 Maintenance The RWS 200 controller requires no maintenance other than being kept free of dust and moisture. Similarly the inverter requires only the same. The controller and all of the DC circuitry can be checked and maintained by a person familiar with its layout and operation. Testing, modification and repairs to the AC circuitry should only be carried out by a competent individual. 4.4 Component Location and Integration 4.4.1 Wind Turbine The specification required a wind turbine to be mounted on the trailer, above roof height and clear of obstruction. Location options were limited as the sidewalls incorporated the solar domestic hot water (SDHW) panel and the hatched opening, and rear of the trailer incorporated double doors. A mounting on the front wall was considered the best option. A raising and lowering mechanism was designed and is detailed in section 5. During transportation the turbine is stored, assembled, within the trailer.
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4.4.2 DC circuitry The Controller was mounted on a large wooden panel on the inside wall opposite the hatched opening (Figure 10). This minimised the controller to battery cable length and afforded a good view of the control components through the hatch from the outside. The DC fuse box and plugs were mounted on a similar board in the opposite side of the trailer next to the hatched opening, having being specified by the project supervisor. 4.4.3 AC circuitry The inverter and AC fuse box were mounted on a large wooden panel on the inside wall opposite the hatched opening. This minimised the inverter to battery cable length and afforded a good view of the control components through the hatch from the outside (Figure 10). 4.4.4 Batteries The three batteries, weighing 121kg each, required careful location to maintain stable loading over the trailer Indespension units. Two batteries were mounted on the nearside directly over the suspension unit with the remaining battery mounted on the offside, again over the suspension unit. Excessive loading in front of or behind the trailers centre of gravity can lead to snaking and unacceptable tow bar stresses respectively, accompanied by a general loss of control in both cases (10). To combat potential movement 45mm square softwood battery housings were built, clad in plywood and securely fixed to the trailer sides and base with 50mm timber buildex screws [4.5] and clad in 12.5mm plywood (Figure 10). 4.4.5 System Schematic A system schematic evolved throughout the project. The initial draft was based on a simple figure from the Wind and Sun Design Guide (9). The final schematic [4.13] was utilised by the Electrical Workshop to route and connect the wiring and detailed the salient components and their relationships.
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Figure 10 Component locations



Inverter mounted on AC circuit board



DC circuit board



1 of 3 1557Ah 4V batteries



2 of 3 1557Ah 4V batteries



45mm x 45mm softwood housings clad in 12.5mm plywood



Hydro caps replacing standard cell covers



DC circuit board



Mobile phone charging (successfully) through AC outlet
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5 DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF RAISING MECHANISM 5.1 Introduction The design specification required that the wind turbine be raised above the trailer roof height and clear of obstructions, e.g. the PV panels. Any raising and securing mechanism must be safely operable by two adults and capable of being safely mounted, dismounted and secured inside the trailer during transit. 5.2 Initial Design The wind turbine specified is designed to fit securely onto 41mm inside diameter tubing.18 This, combined with the location, gave a starting point for design work. Several design approaches were considered:   



Purchase and modification of an existing raising mechanism for a similar product Design and manufacture of a custom raising mechanism from ‘scratch’ Purchase and modification of a proprietary system designed for the wind turbine



Amongst the existing raising mechanisms investigated, a winch operated telescopic system for raising and lowering floodlights19, mounted on a generator, stood out as a possible design solution. This could have been readily modified to mount on the trailer front and accept the wind turbine fitting. Investigation, however, concluded that the cost was unacceptably high. Having established that a mechanism would have to be designed and manufactured in the department’s workshop, designs were considered that could incorporate the proprietary mast system, which had been purchased for the turbine. Assembling the mast and securing the turbine at ground level was considered the safest option. Utilising a rotational mechanism about the mast base and an applied force at a point further up the mast to overcome the lever arm action of the combined weight of mast and turbine was considered the simplest solution [4.6].



5.3 Detail Design Stresses due to bending were sufficiently low at a height of 1.8m from the highest fixing point [3.3]. At this height sufficient clearance of the PV panels at their maximum angle from the horizontal 55° was maintained. A system of modifying and joining two of the 2.1m poles supplied was chosen, giving a total mast height of 3.6m. The base pole bolts to a simple stainless steel bracket at the base, which in turn is allowed to rotate over a stainless steel plate, fixed permanently to the trailer front wall [4.7]. The upper pole is located and connected to the first through the smaller diameter connection piece and corresponding bolt holes. The lower bolt secures and locates the base pole to the connector and provides a fixing for the manual winch, whilst the higher bolt locates the upper pole and doubles as a fixing to the lower of two brackets. The wind turbine is located and secured to the upper pole through two small grub screws.
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Rutland 913 user manual included with trailer Similar to: http://www.denmonsh2ssafety.com/misc_epuipment.shtml Accessed 18.05.06
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Once raised a bolt is passed through the upper bracket hole and securely tightened, and a nut tightened onto the bolt protruding through the lower bracket. The mast and turbine can be raised manually requiring a force of approximately 307.5N (31.3kg) [4.5] at the connector point, or raised with the winch provided. The winch offers the advantage of securing the mast in its raised position before fixing to the brackets. A full method statement is included. [4.8] [7] Five components required manufacturing; the winch bracket, base plate, base bracket and two identical upper brackets. These components were fabricated in the department workshop to design drawings [4.1-4]. To ensure the bolts were sufficiently strong to hold the brackets in place calculations were carried out [4.6]. Perpendicular shear analysis applied to the GRP panel where the area of the inside washer 20mm Ø is considered [4.7] ensured sufficient strength. Compression to face grain [4.8] ensured sufficient strength also. The lower mast section required shortening and an additional hole drilled to correspond with the connector. The upper section required a drilled hole for the connector and lower bracket and an additional hole to correspond with the upper bracket. All of these tasks were carried out by the author in the department workshop. Calculations were carried out to determine the rating of the winch required. These yielded a maximum figure of 580N [3.5] therefore a suitable winch was purchased. The base bracket incorporates a design whereby the horizontal component of the applied winch force provides a small moment about the pivot point, resulting in a smoother raising motion and a reduction in stresses [4.6]. Webbing, as opposed to steel cable, was specified as only a short section, 3m, was required and webbing has safer operating characteristics than steel wire.



5.4 Maintenance All metallic components are galvanised or stainless steel minimising potential corrosion damage. The ratchet webbing should not be stored damp, as the tightly round drum will not dry naturally. Rubber packer should be inspected yearly to check for signs of disintegration.



6 TESTING AND FURTHER WORK 6.1 Wind Turbine Performance It was an intention of this project to test the performance of the wind turbine. This was to be carried out through a comparison of wind speed, measured through an anemometer, and instantaneous current measurement through the wind turbine controller display. This information would have been used to verify the power curve (Figure 6) supplied by the manufacturer in an operational scenario. Unfortunately time constraints have lead to this being cancelled.
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The turbine was successfully erected and generated power during the trailers first outing, Edinburgh Woodcraft Yair camp 20-21st May. 0.8A was recorded, through the RSW 200 controller display, during in a very light breeze. This has verified that the system works.



Figure 11 Wind, PV and solar thermal



6.2 Power Storage and Distribution Performance The trailer power storage and management system was successfully trailed in the Mechanical Engineering Workshop, prior to the trailers first outing, in the aspects of mains battery charging and DC and AC power outlets. These systems performed as expected. During the Edinburgh Woodcraft Yair camp, 20-21st May, the electrical storage and distribution system performed successfully and charged a number of mobile phones and a laptop computer. A multimedia system was also successfully powered. The inverter controlled the mains power flow from battery to appliance whilst the batteries successfully supplied DC power simultaneously.



6.3 Further Work Manufacturing problems resulted in the wind turbine raising mechanism not being fully completed (but still operable) in time for the Yair outing. This mechanism is undergoing the process of completion at present. Refinement to the interior joinery work is still required including calculating and installing suitable ventilation for the battery compartments. An FEA or similar stress and fatigue analysis carried out on the turbine raising mechanism and mast could form the basis of a future project. The wind turbine aerofoil could be examined with a view to plotting drag coefficient as a function of wind speed allowing loading to be calculated. Suitable strain gauges could be mounted on the mast to record stresses under loading to verify accuracy.
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS This project required close teamwork and continuous communication as modification and refinement required design changes to be made on a regular basis. This was achieved through both regularly scheduled group meetings with project supervisors and informal discussions between group members at university. Communication with the Woodcraft organisation, the end users, was vital in maintaining project momentum, achieved through a series of meetings and short presentations. It may have been possible to simplify the electrical system somewhat through the use of the solar panel input incorporated on the inverter. The PV array would have required resizing, as the maximum charge current for the PV is insufficient. Further analysis of available technologies may yield an appropriate ‘all in one’ unit capable of controlling wind and PV power generation, whilst also providing inverter and charger functions. A program of continued future improvement, allowing further research and refinement, will allow for the optimisation of the trailer as an interactive renewable energy demonstrator. Additionally the incorporation of a Scottish wind turbine manufacturers product would have been a mutually beneficial arrangement, highlighting the profile of both the trailer and the manufacturer. The project successfully delivered a working embodiment of small-scale renewable energy technologies. This success will be built on through the sustained efforts of the Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk in providing educational workshops raising awareness of renewable energy technologies. It is the author’s sincere hope that throughout its working life, the trailer will have a positive impact on young people, educating and informing through the practical demonstration of renewable technology.



Figure 12 Successful first outing at Yair campsite
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APPENDIX 1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT Introduction The author is aware that the procurement and use of this product has environmental implications through its manufacture, use, servicing and disposal. While a full life cycle assessment is out with the scope of this project, several key environmental issues are raised and discussed. Manufacture The majority of the trailers structural components are manufactured from steel. The main constituent of steel is iron ore, which is found in limited reserves spread evenly over the world. Mining of ore produces large quantities of waste products; around 5-6 tons for 1 ton of ore extracted and results in damage to local ecosystems. Steel production is an energy intensive process, 21-25MJ/kg from ore, 18Mj/kg from 50% recycled and 6-10Mj/kg from 100% recycled. Iron production produces large quantities of sulphur dioxide and dust, and steel production releases carbon dioxide, dust, cadmium and fluorine compounds into air and water. Centralised production results in high-energy use in transportation and distribution (11). Galvanized coating of steel is required for this application to prevent corrosion and subsequent material failure. The galvanizing process is both energy intensive and polluting. Organic solvents, cyanides, chrome, phosphates and fluorides are amongst the by-products of this process. Aluminium is utilised in the trailer frame. Electrolysis is a very energy intensive process with energy use up to 10 times that of steel production. Aluminium requires 165-260MJ/kg from ore (bauxite), 95MJ/kg from 50% recycled content and 30MJ/kg from 100% recycled content. Aluminium production produces pollutants including carbon dioxide, sulphuric acid, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), fluorine and dust. Aluminium production is a centralised industry based in industrialised nations. Bauxite mining is based in low to medium industrialised countries where this industry causes damage to local ecosystems, particularly where the source is within rainforest zones (11). The GRP panels making up the watertight trailer shell incorporate a plastic coating sandwiching plywood. The manufacture of plywood requires formaldehyde based glues which create polluting by-products through their manufactur. Raw materials for plywood, apart from shuttering ply, are based on tropical hardwoods for cost reasons and the manufacture of plywood is directly responsible for the destruction of tropical rainforests. Only Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) certified plywood can be considered sourced from sustainable forests and it is not known where the source of plywood for this trailer originated.



Use The trailer will require transportation –towing- during its working life. This transportation will incur energy consumption and the resulting production of carbon dioxide and other pollutants. For example if a Ford Transit Van covering approximately 5 miles per litre were to be used to tow the trailer, based on the conversion (Table 1); 1litre of diesel = 2.68kgCO2/litre, a 100mile journey would release 53.6kg of CO2 (12).
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Table 1 Carbon intensity factor for major fuels Fuel Natural gas LPG Heating oil Coal Woodfuel (if sustainable) Gasoline / Petrol Diesel



Carbon Intensity Factor 0.19 kg CO2 /kWh 0.21 kg CO2 /kWh 0.27 kg CO2 /kWh 0.32 kg CO2 /kWh 0.0 kg CO2 /kWh 2.30 kg CO2 /litre 2.63 kg CO2 /litre



Table 7 Carbon intensity factor for electricity generation Fuel Coal Gas Nuclear Renewable



Carbon Intensity Factor 0.92 kg CO2 /kWh 0.52 kg CO2 /kWh 0.0 kg CO2 /kWh 0.0 kg CO2 /kWh



An approximation to fully recharge the batteries, assuming electricity generation by natural gas, will require 1557Ah*12V = 18.684kWh electrical. From the conversion (Table 2) 0.52kgCO2/kWh; 18.684kWh * 0.52CO2/kWh = 9.72 kg of CO2 (12). A bio diesel fuelled generator could offer a carbon neutral, and portable, recharge source.



Servicing Maintenance of the trailer will require some lubrication, cleaning and replacement of components – principally tyres. All of these processes will release waste that required correct disposal. The environmental impact of servicing the trailer can be considered small in relation to the other life cycle factors; indeed regular servicing will prolong the working life of the trailer reducing its embodied energy impact. Disposal The majority of the trailer components can be recycled and hence will be redirected from the waste stream. Galvanised steel can be readily recycled into new steel products as can the aluminium frame. The GRP sections, however, due to their composite nature would prove very difficult to separate into constituent components and hence are likely to be tipped. Conclusion It is the view of the project team that the environmental impact of the trailers manufacture, use, servicing and disposal will be hugely outweighed by the benefits accrued throughout its working life, through the educational potential of the physical embodiment of a working small-scale renewable energy model.
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APPENDIX 2 SUPPLIERS AND ORGANISATIONS Suppliers: Barden UK Ltd, Energy House, Segensworth East, Fareham, Hampshire, PO15 5SB, Tel: 01489 570770. Web: http://www.barden-uk.com. Edinburgh Trailers Ltd Edinburgh Trailers Ltd. Wester Kinleith, Currie, Edinburgh, EH14 6AT.Tel: 0131 449 3222. Web: http://www.edinburgh-trailers.com. Wind and Sun Ltd, Humber Marsh, Stoke Prior, Leominste, Herefordshire, HR6 0NR, United Kingdom. Tel: 01568 760671. Web: http://www.windandsun.co.uk.



Manufacturers: AMPAIR, Boost Energy Systems Ltd, Park Farm, West End Lane, Warfield, Berkshire RG42, 5RH, United Kingdom, Tel: +44 (0)1344 303 313, Fax: +44 (0)1344 303 31 Web: http://www.ampair.com/homepages/index.php. Ifor Williams Trailers Ltd Box Van and Commercial Brochures, Published 2004. Ifor Williams Trailers Ltd, Cynwyd, Corwen, Denbigshire LL21 0LB. Tel: 01490 412 527. Web: www.iwt.co.uk. LVM Ltd, Old Oak Close, Arlesey, Bedfordshire, SG15 6XD, UK Tel: +44 (0)1462 733 336 Fax: +44 (0)1462 730 466. Web: http://www.lvm-ltd.com. Marlec Engineering Co Ltd. Rutland House, Trevithick Rd, Corby Northants, NN17 5XY, United Kingdom, Tel: +44 (0) 1536 201588, Fax: +44 (0) 1536 400211. Web: http://www.marlec.co.uk. Southwest Windpower. 1801 West Route 66, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 USA. Hone: 928-779-9463. Fax: 928-779-1485. Web: http://www.windenergy.com. Windsave Ltd, 10 Lambhill Quadrant, Kinning Park, Glasgow G41 1SB Tel: 0141 420 7400 Fax: 0141 420 7401. Web: http://www.windsave.com.



Organisations: Centre for Alternative Technology, Machynlleth, Powys, SY20 9AZ, UK. General Enquiries: +44 (0)1654 705950. Web: http://www.cat.org.uk/index.tmpl?refer=index&init=1. Woodcraft Folk Scotland, 87 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 2EE. Tel: (+44) (0)141 304 5552. Web: http://www.woodcraft.org.uk/ All URL’s accessed 22.05.06
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APPENDIX 3 CAD DRAWINGS The following CAD drawings are indexed thus: 1. Base Plate 2. Rotation Bracket 3. Securing Bracket 4. Winch Bracket 5. Batteries and Framing 6. Rotational Design and Forces 7. Mast Securing Design 8. Turbine Raising Instructions 9. Trailer Elevations Renewable Systems Locations 10. Trailer Construction Drawings (Accepted Dimensions) 11. Trailer Construction Drawings (Rejected Dimensions) 12. Flatbed Conversion 13. Electrical Schematic
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APPENDIX 4 CALCULATIONS Nomenclature of Terms P ρ U µ FD CD M I y σ Z m h ⊥ τ



Power (W) Density (kg/m3) Instantaneous wind speed (m/s) Turbine overall efficiency (%/100) Drag Force (N) Drag Coefficient Bending Moment (Nm) Second Moment of Area (m4) Distance From Neutral Axis Stress (Pa) Elastic Modulus (m3) Mass (kg) Height (m) Perpendicular Distance (m) Shear Stress (Pa)



1. Power Generation for Low Diameter Turbine Consider a turbine with a diameter of 0.8m, an overall efficiency µ = 20% at a windspeed of 10m/s: 1 πd 2 3 P= ρ U µ 2 4 P = 0.5 × 1.225 ×



3.14 × 0.82 × 103 × 0.2 4



P = 61.6 Watts



2. Drag Force on Large Diameter Turbine Consider a 1.5m diameter turbine in a windspeed of 30m/s with a drag coefficient CD = 1.3 and at a height of 2m above the trailer. FD = CD



1 ρAU 2 2



FD = 1.3 × 0.5 × 1.225 ×



3.14 × 1.52 × 302 4



FD = 1266N Bending Moment: M = 1266 × 2 = 2532 Nm = 2532000 Nmm
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M σ = I y



σ =



Z=



Z=



σ =



M Z



πd 03



−



32



π (d 0 − 2t )3



π × 483 32



32 −



π (48 − 2(3.5))3 32



= 4091mm3



2532000 = 619 MPa 4091



A typical structural steel will have a yield stress of ≈ 400MPa20 even though this is a simplified calculation with a large overcompensation 619MPa is unacceptable.



3. Stress Due to Bending Consider a 0.91m diameter turbine in a windspeed of 30m/s with a drag coefficient CD = 1.3 and at a height of 1.8m above the trailer. FD = CD



1 ρAU 2 2



FD = 1.3 × 0.5 × 1.225 ×



π 0.912 4



× 302



FD = 466N Bending Moment: M = 466 × 2 = 932 Nm = 932000 Nmm From engineers theory of beam bending and a steel pipe section 48mm outside diameter, d0, and wall thickness 3.5mm: h M σ = I y



σ =



20



M Z



M



FD



Structural steel ASTM-A36
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Z=



Z=



σ =



πd 03 32



−



π (d 0 − 2t )3



π × 483 32



32 −



π (48 − 2(3.5))3 32



= 4091mm3



932000 = 228MPa 4091



A typical structural steel will have a yield stress of ≈ 400Mpa19 and as this is a simplified calculation with a large overcompensation value 228MPa is OK.



4. Battery Requirements It was important to size the system according to the end users requirements. To this end the consumption data supplied by Bob Todd [6.2] was incorporated into a spreadsheet [6.1] which could be readily modified if required. Inverter efficiency ≈ 90%. The calculation for battery capacity requirement follows: Table 1 Load requirements DC Load



Wh/day



% total



phone chargers laptops chargers charging aa's



40.00 40.00 40.00



1.31 1.31 1.31



Camera chargers I-pod charging continuous laptop web cam disco light LED lights LED mini-fridge



20.00 60.00 200.00 24.00 220.00 8.00 400.00



0.66 1.97 6.57 0.79 7.23 0.26 13.14



250.00 100.00 120.00 264.00 1000.00 20.00 40.00



8.21 3.29 3.94 8.67 32.86 0.66 1.31



AC load smoothie maker LCD display PA inc. Music Lights General data projector foot spa shower pump







 ∑ (Wh / Day )AC  inverter 



(Wh / day )Total = ∑ (Wh / Day )DC +  η Capacity ( Ah ) =



1



((Wh / day )Total × Days @ 0 generation ) = 3043.34 × 5 = 1268 Ah VBattrey



12
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Including depth of discharge for batteries ≈ 80%:



  1 1   = 1268 ×  Capacity ( Ah ) = 1268 Ah ×   = 1585 Ah  0.8   DODBatteries  5. Lifting Requirements Resolution of moments about the base of the turbine mast yield: h   M base =  mturbine × hmast + mmast × mast  g 2   where:



 π × .0482 π × .0412   × 7850 = 13.8kg mmast = Vmast × ρ steel = 3.6 ×  − 4 4   3 .6   M base = 10.5 × 3.6 + 13.8 ×  × 9.81 = 615 Nm 2   To overcome this manually from 2 meters from the base would require a lifting force of: Fmanual =



M base 615 = = 307.5 N = 31kg l 2



To overcome this with a winch will require:



Fwinch =



M base 615 = = 580.2 N 21 d⊥ 1.06



6. Bolt Stress Calculation To ensure that the bolts can withstand the forces imposed by the turbine a resolution of moments about the mast base was carried out yielding: FD from section 4.3 yielded 466N M base = 466 × 3.6 = 1677.6 Nm As the brackets were situated approximately 1.65m from the mast base and secured by 4 x M10 bolts:
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Note that this does not incorporate the extra bending moment provided by the axial reaction along the mast. This will reduce the required force still further.
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Fbrackets = Fbolt =



Abolt =



σ bolt =



1677.6 = 1016.7 N 1.65



1016.7 = 254.2 N 4



π × 102 4



= 78.5mm 2



Fbolt 254.2 = = 3.24 MPa Abolt 78.5



For lowest property class, 4.6, defined by ISO 898-1 (13) UTS = 400MPa therefore this is OK.



7. GRP Compressive Stress Perpendicular to Grain To ensure that the GRP can withstand the forces imposed the result from section 6 was modified to take into account the larger inside washer (20mm Ø less 10mm Ø bolt hole) area: Fbolt =



1016.7 = 254.2 N = Fply . fixing 4



A ply . fixing =



τ ply =



π × 20 2



Fply . fixing Aply . fixing



4



=



−



π × 10 2 4



= 235.6mm 2



254.2 = 1.08MPa 235.6



For 12mm plywood: σply.g = 4.83N/mm2 22= therefore fixing strength is OK



8. GRP Parallel to Grain Compressive Stress To ensure that the GRP can withstand the forces imposed the result from section 6 was modified to take into account changes in surface area: Fbolt =



1016.7 = 254.2 N = F// .comp 4



A// .comp =
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Cbolt .hole π × 10 × t ply = × 12 = 188.5mm 2 2 2



BS 5268: Part 2, Table 40
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σ ply =



F// .comp A// .comp



=



254.2 = 1.35MPa 188.5



For 12mm plywood: σply.c.g.// = 9.8N/mm2 22 (13) therefore fixing strength is OK
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APPENDIX 5 IFOR WILLIAMS COMMERCIAL TRAILER SPECIFICATIONS



Flat Bed Trailer Ifor Williams LT105. [3.12] (Figures 1, 2 and 3)       



Platform size of 1680mm x 3010mm Twin beam axle and leaf sprung suspension system Galvanised steel chassis throughout Platform height 620mm Maximum gross weight of 2000kg ULW of 500kg List price £1370 excluding VAT and delivery



The LT105 would require considerable manufacturing to correspond with the design requirements. A suggested schedule would be:



 Build structural, non-removable frame fixed securely to trailer chassis including shear panels and or diagonal structural bracing in all axis to prevent torsion and shear deformation. Internal height (floor to ceiling) approximately 2000mm.  Include bracing and additional support for brackets and mounting pinions for roof mounted solar panels, side mounted solar water heaters and wind turbine mounting.  Include framing for possible window and door openings taking care not to impede on shear panels and any other structural bracing. Include steps to ground level for all doors and consider ramped disabled access.  Clad frame in Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP), a to provide wind and watertight shell. Figure 1 Flat bed trailer information
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Figure 2 Flat bed trailer size



Figure 3 Flat bed trailer prices



Box Trailer Ifor Williams BV105 7’ (Figures 4 and 5)        



Internal plan size of 1470mm x 3030mm Internal height 2140mm Twin beam axle and leaf sprung suspension system Galvanised steel chassis throughout Platform (loading) height 420mm Maximum gross weight of 2700kg ULW of 750kg List price £2800 excluding VAT and delivery



Required modifications to fulfil the design specification:



 Reinforcements would be required for the roof and side carrying the PV and solar water panels respectively. Internal structural bracing to form shear panels would also be required to resist torsion and shear forces throughout the structure on all axis as the cladding material may not be capable of resisting lateral loads.  With suitable framing around the openings, sections could be cut away with hatch and door built and installed.
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Figure 4 Box trailer dimensions



Figure 5 Box trailer price list
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APPENDIX 6 SPREADSHEET DATA The following four pages contain three separate spreadsheets indexed here: 1. Woodcraft Folk Power Requirements 2. Woodcraft Folk Power Requirements as Tabulated by Bob Todd 3. Leicester Trailer Power Consumption
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APPENDIX 7 TURBINE ERECTION METHOD STATEMENT Method Statement. Components: 2 x mast poles – upper (longer) and lower (shorter) Pole connector piece 3 x M10 70mm bolts and nuts for pole Wind turbine Turbine cable Winch (if required) Winch connector 2 x M10 15mm bolts and nuts for winch Tools: Allen key 2 x 10mm Spanners / Socket set Method: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Connect the two poles with the connector piece Bolt connector to bottom pole and tighten nut – include winch connector if desired Place bottom bolt through connector so thread faces direction of rotation Locate and secure bottom bracket to base plate – do not over-tighten Feed turbine cable through mast and plug into socket Connect turbine cable to turbine connector Insert wind turbine into top pole and secure with allen key



If Winching: 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.



Bolt winch to winch bracket Let out sufficient length of webbing to hook into winch connector Raise mast and turbine through winch Fasten nut to upper connector bolt once through lower securing bracket Insert bolt through mast and upper securing bracket



If raising by hand: 13. Lift mast and turbine remaining clear of wind turbine at all times 14. Fasten nut to upper connector bolt once through lower securing bracket 15. Insert bolt through mast and upper securing bracket To take the turbine down simply reverse the steps laid out above Warnings:
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Never raise the turbine without load (battery) connected Always remain clear of the turbine whilst raising and lowering Do not raise the turbine in high winds, judgement and caution must be applied If forced to lower in high winds where wind direction is from trailer back to front someone must lean against the turbine mast to prevent undue stresses on the rotational bracket
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